Rapid SARS-CoV-2 Spike Protein Detection by Carbon Nanotube-Based Near-Infrared Nanosensors
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ABSTRACT: To effectively track and eliminate COVID-19, it is critical to develop tools for rapid and accessible diagnosis of actively infected individuals. Here, we introduce a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT)-based optical sensing approach toward this end. We construct a nanosensor based on SWCNTs noncovalently functionalized with ACE2, a host protein with high binding affinity for the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein. The presence of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein elicits a robust, 2-fold nanosensor fluorescence turn-on response within 90 min of spike protein exposure. We characterize the nanosensor stability and sensing mechanism and passivate the nanosensor to preserve sensing response in saliva and viral transport medium. We further demonstrate that these ACE2-SWCNT nanosensors can be developed into an optical tool for rapid SARS-CoV-2 detection.
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The World Health Organization deemed COVID-19 a global pandemic on March 11, 2020. As of February 14, 2021, SARS-CoV-2 has infected over 108 million people and caused over 2.3 million deaths worldwide.1 It is estimated that over 70% of infected individuals under the age of 60 are asymptomatic yet can still transmit the virus to others.2 Early estimates placed the basic reproductive number (R0) at 2.2, which represents the average number of people an infected person will spread the disease to.3 Taken together, these findings underscore the need for advancements in testing and containment efforts to end the pandemic.

Current SARS-CoV-2 testing strategies can be grouped into two categories: molecular tests and serological tests. Molecular tests remain the status quo for diagnosing active CoV-2 infections by detecting CoV-2 RNA in patient samples, including sputum and nasal fluid. Molecular tests primarily use real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) to amplify and detect CoV-2 RNA, a process that is expensive ($5−10 per test), time-consuming (2−3 h), and requires laboratory processing.4−7 Yet, RT-PCR tests possess high sensitivity in identifying viral nucleic material, with the limit of detection (LOD) reported between 1 and 10 viral RNA copies necessary to produce a positive result.4 Serological tests detect the presence of IgG and IgM antibodies in patient blood serum and provide important surveillance data of past viral infections, though do not identify active cases. As such, detection of viral RNA by molecular tests is to-date the preferred testing mode to diagnose active CoV-2 cases.

However, the complexity of the process necessitates the use of expensive equipment and trained personnel, limiting the testing capability of rural and lower income regions.8 Altogether, these factors amount to a large enough backlog in RT-PCR testing capabilities such that the United States is at 52% of its daily testing target to mitigate the spread of the virus as of November 1, 2020.9 Several non-PCR-based methods of viral RNA detection have been developed recently, implementing techniques such as loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP),10 localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR),11 and CRISPR machinery12 to avoid the expensive equipment required for the heating and cooling cycles of RT-PCR. However, these techniques are not as sensitive as RT-PCR and still require between 30 min to 1 h of processing time per sample.13 Antigen testing has emerged with great potential for rapid diagnostics, possessing a key strength that active virus is detected. This contrasts with RT-PCR tests, which are merely detecting the presence of viral RNA and can consequently lead to cases of RT-PCR positivity in the absence of any viable virus.14 Although antigen tests are faster and cheaper, they possess lower sensitivity.14
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There has been a strong drive to find other viral testing targets and methodologies for simpler and faster diagnostics due to extended processing time and equipment restrictions associated with viral RNA detection. SARS-CoV-2 is a coronavirus, a family of viruses termed as such due to the halo or “corona” of proteins surrounding the virus. These outwardly protruding spike (S) proteins bind to the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor on the surface of human respiratory endothelial cells, facilitating viral entry.15,16 The viral S protein is also the primary antigen that human monoclonal antibodies bind to prevent host cell entry and mark the virus for clearance.17 With approximately 100 S protein trimers per SARS-CoV-2 virion, the S protein is a prime target for live virus detection.18 For example, Seo et al. developed a field-effect transistor-based sensor by functionalizing graphene sheets with SARS-CoV-2 S protein antibodies to detect SARS-CoV-2 at a LOD of 242 copies/mL in crude, nasopharyngeal swab clinical samples.19 Several promising nanotechnology-based sensors for SARS-CoV-2 detection have also emerged for both nucleic acid- and antigen-based detection and diagnosis of COVID-19, including platforms based on gold nanoparticles and quantum dots.11,20−23 Such technologies will be crucial in working toward sensitive tests that do not rely on specialized equipment for signal readout and controlled laboratory environments for sample processing.13

Single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) have shown much utility for biological analyte sensing.24−26 SWCNTs are intrinsically near-infrared (nIR) fluorescent and can be functionalized with various sensing moieties to develop stable biological sensors with rapid fluorescence-change readouts. Unlike conventional fluorophores, SWCNTs do not photo-bleach, giving rise to their potential long-term use.25 Importantly, the SWCNT near-infrared emission is minimally absorbed and scattered by biomolecules,25 providing a readout that can penetrate optically occluded patient samples, thus eliminating the need for sample purification that limits the throughput of other viral testing modes. Furthermore, SWCNTs offer facile incorporation into portable form factors such as immobilization in paper or hydrogels with detection of the nIR SWCNT signal by a Raspberry Pi and charge-coupled device (CCD) camera system, of similar form factor to a smartphone.29

Herein we demonstrate the development and characterization of a nanosensor to detect SARS-CoV-2 by exploiting the innate ability of host proteins to bind virion components, coupled to a SWCNT substrate that provides a fluorescence readout of the protein recognition events. This concept of a hybrid nano-bio sensor harnesses the natural recognition abilities of proteins acting as sensing moieties, together with SWCNTs as signal transducers, to enable targeted biological sensing. Considering the difficulty of preserving protein activity once tethered to nanomaterials, few previous protein-SWCNT conjugate sensors have been developed, and most have used enzymes to detect their small molecule substrates or protein A to detect antibodies.30−32 Here, we introduce a protein-SWCNT construct that uses human host cell membrane protein ACE2 to bind to the CoV-2 spike proteins.
protein receptor-binding domain (S RBD) protruding from the virion surface, enabling protein detection in a rapid, label-free manner. We constructed nanosensors by immobilizing ACE2 proteins on the surface of SWCNTs, where this noncovalent modification strategy is advantageous in retaining the intact SWCNT surface lattice that is necessary for fluorescence. Upon S protein binding to ACE2-functionalized SWCNTs, the change in exciton dynamics of the SWCNTs leads to a modulation in the nIR SWCNT fluorescence. We demonstrate that ACE2-functionalized SWCNT nanosensors can achieve a LOD of 12.6 nM S RBD, can be passivated for detection of S protein in saliva and viral transport medium, and can be imaged for rapid detection of S protein and virus-like CoV-2 virions within seconds.

**NANOSENSOR PLATFORM GENERATION AND CHARACTERIZATION**

To generate nanosensors, we first solubilized SWCNTs by probe-tip sonication with single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), (GT)$_6$ (see Methods in the Supporting Information). Direct probe-tip sonication of ACE2 with pristine SWCNTs did not lead to a stable suspension and further raises the likelihood for disruption of the native ACE2 protein conformation, and hence loss of sensing ability for S RBD. The ssDNA sequence of guanine-thymine (GT) was chosen on the basis of high SWCNT suspension yield. The short ssDNA sequence length (12 nucleotides) was informed by previous work demonstrating that shorter ssDNA desorbs faster, and to a greater extent, from SWCNTs in the presence of proteins. (GT)$_6$-SWCNTs (2.5 mg/L final concentration) were incubated with ACE2 sensing protein (6.25 mg/L final concentration) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution to noncovalently passivate the SWCNT surface with protein, schematically represented in Figure 1a. This ratio of ACE2 sensing protein to SWCNT substrate was calculated to be approximately above the close-packaging threshold to minimize protein surface-denaturation and colloidal aggregation; then this calculated value was experimentally optimized (see details in the Supporting Information and Figures S1 and S2). ACE2 adsorption to (GT)$_6$-SWCNTs manifested as a nearly instantaneous quenching of the SWCNT fluorescence, leveling off to ~37% integrated-fluorescence fold change ($\Delta F_0$) within 5 min (Figure 1b). This fluorescence quenching exhibited excellent time stability over the course of 2 h (Figure 1c). Comparing the time-dependent quenching behavior of ACE2 with (GT)$_6$ vs (GT)$_{15}$-SWCNTs affirmed the faster “leaving group” behavior of the shorter ssDNA, (GT)$_6$ stabilizing within 10 min, as compared to (GT)$_{15}$ requiring at least 60 min (Figure S3). Noncovalent ACE2 adsorption, as opposed to covalent modification, was confirmed by retention of SWCNT absorbance peaks representing various SWCNT chiralities’ electronic transitions (Figure S4). These results of decreased nIR SWCNT fluorescence emission while the absorption peaks remain unchanged demonstrate that ACE2 adsorption on SWCNTs leads to exciton quenching, involving a decreased exciton recombination frequency and/or increased nonradiative decay pathways.

The affinity of ACE2 for the ssDNA-wrapped SWCNT surface was assessed by the corona exchange assay. For this assay, Cy5-labeled (GT)$_6$ ssDNA was tracked as it desorbed from the SWCNT surface and thus dequenched in the presence of ACE2. ACE2 displayed high affinity for the SWCNT surface, as ACE2 adsorption led to an 80.5% increase.

**Figure 2.** ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor response to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein receptor-binding domain (S RBD). (a) Schematic depiction of ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor interacting with viral protein, S RBD. Addition of 10 mg/L S RBD (final concentration) to ACE2-SWCNTs (formed by 6.25 mg/L ACE2 and 2.5 mg/L (GT)$_6$-SWCNTs) yielded a strong turn-on fluorescence response, as shown by (b) the full fluorescence spectrum and (c) the normalized change in fluorescence ($\Delta F/F_0$) of the 1130 nm SWCNT emission peak as a function of time, over 90 min. (d) Varying S RBD concentrations were injected into ACE2-SWCNTs and the integrated-fluorescence fold change ($\Delta F/F_0$) was monitored over 90 min. (e) Integrated $\Delta F/F_0$ values at time = 90 min for varying S RBD concentrations were fit to a cooperative binding model to quantify nanosensor kinetic parameters. Fit parameters are listed with 95% confidence intervals evaluated using the t-distribution. All fluorescence measurements were obtained with 721 nm laser excitation. (c) Gray bars represent the standard error between experimental replicates ($N = 3$).
in Cy5 fluorescence, denoting free ssDNA, 1 h post addition of ACE2 (Figure 1d) in an ACE2 concentration-dependent manner (Figure S5). We further assessed the stability of the ACE2-SWCNT interface with a surfactant displacement assay, which confirmed strong and stable adsorption of ACE2 to the SWCNT (Figure S6).39,40 Taken together, these results suggest that ACE2 adsorsbs to the SWCNT surface, displaces ssDNA originally on the SWCNT surface, and forms a stable ACE2-SWCNT conjugate that can be tested for its utility as a CoV-2 nanosensor.

**NANOSENSOR RESPONSE TO THE SARS-COV-2 SPIKE PROTEIN**

We analyzed the fluorescence response of ACE2-SWCNT nanosensors to the SARS-CoV-2 S RBD analyte, schematically represented in Figure 2a. Recognition of the CoV-2 S RBD by the nanosensor elicited a strong turn-on fluorescence response upon addition of 10 mg/L final concentration of CoV-2 S RBD to the nanosensor (formed by adsorbing 6.25 mg/L ACE2 to 2.5 mg/L (GT)₆-SWCNTs) (Figure 2b). The normalized change in fluorescence of the 1130 nm SWCNT emission peak instantaneously increased to ΔF/F₀ = 21.1%, reaching ΔF/F₀ = 99.6% after 90 min (Figure 2c). This fluorescence modulation was verified to arise from the S RBD analyte itself rather than any impurities remaining after gel filtration chromatography (see Methods in the Supporting Information) by testing the filtrate of S RBD solution below a 3 kDa molecular weight cutoff centrifugal filter (Figure S7), which showed a negligible change in fluorescence above that of adding PBS. The concentration-dependent nanosensor response to S RBD (Figure 2d) gives rise to a 12.6 nM nanosensor LOD (see calculation in the Supporting Information). Further, approximate values for the nanosensor kinetic parameters were determined by fitting the 90 min nanosensor response to this analyte concentration series to the Hill Equation (cooperative binding model).26 Here, the integrated-fluorescence fold change of the nanosensor was correlated to the concentration of the S RBD analyte as shown in Figure 2e, resulting in an equilibrium dissociation constant (Kₐ) of 4.22 μM⁻¹. These fit values represent conservative estimates for the nanosensor kinetic parameters by using the full integrated-fluorescence fold change. Moreover, this model implicates the assumption

Figure 3. ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor selectivity and sensitivity in biofluid environments. (a) Normalized change in fluorescence (ΔF/F₀) of the 1130 nm SWCNT emission peak for the ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor 0 and 90 min after exposure to 10 mg/L of viral protein panel: SARS-CoV-2 spike receptor-binding domain (S RBD), SARS-CoV-1 S RBD, MERS S RBD, and FLU hemagglutinin subunit (HA1). ****P = 0.0006 (PBS), ***P = 0.0014 (HSA), **P = 0.0065 (FLU) and 0.0076 (MERS), and *P = 0.0503 (SARS-CoV-1) in independent two-sample t tests, for each analyte ΔF/F₀ response at t = 90 min in comparison to SARS-CoV-2 S RBD. (b) ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor response 90 min after exposure to 1 μM S RBD in the presence of 1% relevant biofluids: viral transport medium (VTM), saliva, nasal fluid, and sputum (treated with sputasol). ****P = 0.0065 (PBS) and **P = 0.0161 (VTM) in independent two-sample t tests, for ΔF/F₀ response in biofluids compared before vs after S RBD addition. (c) Schematic depiction of nanosensor biofouling with proteins present in relevant biofluids, mitigated upon passivation with phosphatidylethanolamine phospholipid with a 5000 Da PEG chain (PE–PEG). (d) Response of PE–PEG passivated nanosensor to 500 nM S RBD in the presence of PBS, 10% VTM, or 1% saliva. Surface passivation with a hydrophilic polymer improved the nanosensor response that was otherwise greatly attenuated, as shown in (b). All fluorescence measurements were obtained with 721 nm laser excitation. Gray bars represent the standard error between experimental replicates (N = 3).
that the bulk analyte concentration remains constant (i.e., only a small fraction of total injected analyte is bound by the nanosensor). Importantly, the response of ACE2-SWCNT nanosensors to S RBD via molecular recognition was confirmed by showing insignificant (GT)₆ ssDNA desorption that does not scale with injected S RBD analyte concentration (Figure S8a). Furthermore, addition of S RBD to (GT)₆-SWCNTs alone (without ACE2 sensing moiety) resulted in aggregation, as the ssDNA displaced from the SWCNT surface continued to increase linearly over 6 h (Figure S8b).

Nanosensor colloidal stability was verified by demonstrating that the nanosensor response to S RBD persisted after centrifugation (16.1 krcf, 30 min; Figure S9a) and overnight incubation at ambient conditions (Figure S9b). Repeating the surfactant displacement experiment with the ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor in the presence of S RBD showed that the bound receptor–ligand state further stabilized the nanosensor surface to surfactant perturbations (Figure S6e,f). This latter result, together with the retained solution stability of the analyte-bound state, indicates ACE2 was not removed from the SWCNT surface upon S RBD binding. As such, we postulate that S RBD binding to ACE2 induces a conformational change pinning ACE2 to the SWCNT surface, thus simultaneously increasing SWCNT fluorescence emission via exciton dequenching and stabilizing the SWCNT surface against surfactant interaction.

![Figure 4](https://dx.doi.org/10.1021/acs.nanolett.1c00118)

**Figure 4.** Surface-immobilized ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor response to SARS-CoV-2 spike protein receptor-binding domain (S RBD) and virus-like particles (VLPs). Microscopy traces of ACE2-SWCNTs (formed by 12.5 mg/L ACE2 and 5 mg/L (GT)₆-SWCNTs) immobilized on a glass-bottom microwell dish exhibited a fluorescence response to both S RBD and VLPs, for single regions of interest (gray; 12 total per image) and the average intensity (purple). (a)–(c) Addition of PBS at 60 s caused no change in fluorescence, as expected, and addition of 2 µM S RBD (final concentration) at 120 s yielded a turn-on fluorescence response, as shown by (a) the integrated-fluorescence fold change ($\Delta F/F_0$) over 5 min and entire field-of-view at (b) time = 0 s and (c) time = 125 s. (d)–(f) Addition of 10% sucrose buffer (to match VLP buffer) at 60 s caused a slight increase in fluorescence and addition of 35 mg/L VLPs (final concentration) at 120 s yielded a turn-on fluorescence response, as shown by (d) the integrated-fluorescence fold change ($\Delta F/F_0$) over 5 min and entire field-of-view at (e) time = 0 s and (f) time = 125 s. All fluorescence images were obtained with 721 nm laser excitation and a 100× oil immersion objective. VLP adapted with permission from an image by Maya Peters Kostman for the Innovative Genomics Institute.

**NANOSENSOR ANALYTE SELECTIVITY AND BIOENVIRONMENT ROBUSTNESS**

We next investigated the selectivity of ACE2-SWCNT nanosensors to a panel of viral spike-like proteins. This viral analyte panel was composed of the SARS-CoV-2 S RBD in addition to the SARS-CoV-1 S RBD, MERS S RBD, and FLU hemagglutinin subunit (HA1). Serum albumin (HSA) was also included as a protein abundant in bioenvironments and in viral transport medium (VTM; 2% Fetal Bovine Serum, 100 µg/mL Gentamicin, 0.5 µg/mL Amphotericin in a Hanks Balanced salt solution base). Viral proteins were normalized on a mass basis (10 mg/L final concentration) to account for varying molecular weights. SARS-CoV-2 S RBD elicited the largest nanosensor response of $\Delta F/F_0 = 99.6\%$ at the 1130 nm SWCNT emission peak after 90 min (Figure 3a), followed by SARS-CoV-1 S RBD ($\Delta F/F_0 = 88.4\%$). This cross-reactivity is expected, as ACE2 is also the cell membrane protein that binds to CoV-1 S RBD, although at $\sim$10–20-fold lower affinity. MERS and FLU spike-like proteins naturally interact with different cell membrane receptors, accounting for this lower magnitude fluorescence response with our ACE2-SWCNT nanosensors.

Nanosensor compatibility in biofluids was assessed by testing the nanosensor response to CoV-2 S RBD in 1% relevant biological fluids, including viral transport medium (VTM), human saliva, human nasal fluid, and human sputum (treated with sputasol) (biofluid details in Table S1). Although the nanosensor response was maintained in PBS and VTM, the response was diminished in the other biofluids, with a $\Delta F/F_0 = 3.2\%$ in saliva, 7.8% in nasal fluid, and 6.3% in sputum (Figure 3b). The attenuation of nanosensor response seems to arise from biofluid protein adsorption to the nanosensor surface that raises the baseline fluorescence and obfuscates viral analyte interaction, whereby the nanosensor fluorescence in the
biofluids alone is stable with an increased baseline fluorescence (Figure S9c).

To mitigate the unfavorable effects of biofouling that lead to this diminished nanosensor response, we pursued a passivation strategy involving phosphatidylethanolamine phospholipid with a 5000 Da PEG chain attached to the headgroup (PE−PEG), schematically represented in Figure 3c.43 The PE−PEG passivated nanosensor response to 500 nM CoV-2 S RBD was \( \Delta F/F_0 = 19.9\% \) in 10% VTM (otherwise absent without passivation) and \( \Delta F/F_0 = 12.4\% \) in 1% saliva (otherwise 3.2% without passivation), suggesting PE−PEG nanosensor passivation enables partial reduction of nanosensor biofouling.

### IMMOBILIZED NANOSensor RESPONSE TO THE SARS-COV-2 SPIKE PROTEIN AND VIRUS-LIKE PARTICLES

We then translated the nanosensors from in-solution sensing to a surface-immobilized format for imaging. ACE2-SWCNTs (formed by adsorbing 12.5 mg/L ACE2 to 5 mg/L (GT)_6-SWCNTs) were immobilized on a glass-bottom microwell dish imaged with a 100× oil immersion objective (Figure 4). Addition of PBS at 60 s did not cause a change in fluorescence signal, as anticipated from solution-based nanosensor control experiments (Figure 2). Upon injection of 2 μM (final concentration) S RBD, the average integrated-fluorescence intensity change was \( \Delta F/F_0 = 65.1\% \) within 5 s (Figure 4a−c). This experiment was repeated using virus-like particles (VLPs), which are formed by coexpressing all four SARS-CoV-2 structural proteins (spike, membrane, nucleocapsid, and envelope proteins). Addition of 10% sucrose (the VLP buffer) at 60 s slightly increased the baseline fluorescence. Injection of 35 mg/L VLPs increased the average integrated-fluorescence intensity by \( \Delta F/F_0 = 72.8\% \) within 5 s (Figure 4d−f). This concentration of VLPs corresponds to approximately 17 nM S RBD. To evaluate the specificity of the observed nanosensor response, we then tested VLPs produced with and without S protein coexpressed. We found that the immobilized nanosensor exhibited a response of \( \Delta F/F_0 = 19.4\% \) within 5 s for the VLPs without S protein, compared to a response of \( \Delta F/F_0 = 70.7\% \) for the VLPs with S protein (Figure S10).

### CONCLUSION

In summary, we have developed an optical SWCNT-based nanosensor capable of detecting SARS-CoV-2 via S protein recognition. Our protein-SWCNT design concept can be extended to incorporate other proteins of interest and for applications beyond biological sensing, such as the label-free study of protein–protein interactions. To construct these nanosensors, ACE2 was noncovalently adsorbed to the SWCNT surface and, in the presence of the viral S protein analyte, binding elicited a modulation of the intrinsic SWCNT fluorescence. We studied ACE2 adsorption to SWCNTs by employing corona exchange and surfactant displacement assays, which confirmed stable adsorption of ACE2 to SWCNTs, and subsequently confirmed S RBD binding to the ACE2-SWCNT nanosensor. The resulting nanosensors displayed excellent colloidal stability and retained binding capability to CoV-2 S RBD when surface-immobilized. Nanosensors exhibited a 100% turn-on response in fluorescence upon addition of 1 μM CoV-2 S RBD, with response scaling as a function of concentration. Fitting to a cooperative binding model gave rise to kinetic parameter estimates to quantify nanosensor performance. Although the solution-phase LOD (12.6 nM S RBD) remains above that of realistic samples (viral loads ranging from \( \sim 10^5 \) to \( \sim 10^7 \) viral copies per μL, translating to \( \sim 0.005 \) to 5 pM S RBD), the surface-immobilized nanosensor can achieve a \( \Delta F/F_0 \geq 73\% \) within 5 s of exposure to 35 mg/L VLPs as a mimic of the full SARS-CoV-2 virion, with detection able to reach down to \( \sim 10^5 \) to \( \sim 10^6 \) viral copies per μL (Figure S11). The lower magnitude response for VLPs without S protein (\( \Delta F/F_0 = 19\% \)) supports our hypothesis that molecular recognition is enabled by the specific ACE2-S protein interaction. Furthermore, solution-phase nanosensor passivation with a hydrophilic polymer (PEG) attached to phospholipids (PE) provided some improvement of nanosensor response to S protein in 10% VTM and 1% saliva. However, additional strategies must be pursued to further abate biofouling while retaining the fluorescence response, thus increasing the feasibility of these nanosensors to function in crude biofluids. Such strategies may include varying the antibiofouling polymers attached to the phospholipids, such as incorporating zwitterionic polymers,35,48 or covalently linking polymers directly to the SWCNT surface.49,50 Future work will also improve nanosensor sensitivity and selectivity to the CoV-2 S protein necessary for clinical application (comparisons in Table S2), potentially by incorporating a more specific sensing protein than ACE2, which serves as a receptor for other viral and endogenous proteins.51 Such sensing proteins could include antibodies52 or nanobodies,53,54 as well as other viral biomarker binding moieties. Moreover, various protein-anchoring55,56 and SWCNT precoating43,57 strategies can be pursued to give rise to a more frequented initial nanosensor fluorescence, thus leading to a larger magnitude increase in the presence of the viral analyte. Incorporating nanosensors in form factors such as paper or hydrogel may enable locally concentrating viral analytes to elicit a greater fluorescence response, or immobilizing nanosensors in a flow channel may allow an accumulation mode of function. Finally, patient biofluids may undergo a facile filtering step to concentrate proteins.58

Early and frequent testing is key to trace and control the spread of COVID-19. However, current diagnostics suffer from insufficient supply and throughput, where our reliance on tests with long turnaround times leads to delays in patients receiving test results. A technology capable of rapidly detecting active infections in crude biofluids is needed. Taken together, our data show that SWCNT-based nanosensors noncovalently functionalized with the human ACE2 receptor can detect the SARS-CoV-2 S protein and can be immobilized and imaged on microfluidic surfaces. Though less sensitive than PCR-based testing, the rapid nanosensor response in the surface-immobilized state toward SARS-CoV-2 VLPs has distinct advantages in enabling on-site testing and has the potential to detect SARS-CoV-2 without patient biofluid sample processing and purification. Ultimately, these nanosensors can be incorporated into a point-of-care device for rapid diagnosis of individuals actively infected with SARS-CoV-2, using accessible equipment from a different supply chain than that of current testing modes.
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